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Presenting the Issue

Target Audience

Behavior or Action Outcomes

Rural grocery stores are community anchors that also serve
as access points for healthy foods. These stores may
sometimes be the only healthy food access points miles and
may serve underrepresented populations. However, many
small rural grocery stores are struggling due to factors like
lower customer purchasing volumes, aging equipment, and
limited labor availability.

Rural grocers are a cornerstone of Minnesota’s food system
yet this community’s needs have been mainly unaddressed.
Limited robust quantitative or qualitative data existed for this
audience but is now growing due to the results of the 2015
Rural Grocery Survey, produce handling workshops (and
evaluation), toolkit development, and other programming.

Participants indicated through evaluations that they are more
likely to purchase product from local farmers. They also
indicated that they gained knowledge of better produce
handling techniques. Implementation of best practices in the
host demonstration stores has also been observed during
unannounced follow-up visits (illustrated below).

“My produce manager is using
some of the display items
already, and we are talking to the
school to be their CSA point for
pick-up.”
“New, exciting ideas for creative
ways to use ‘reject’ produce and
how to display produce. I was
inspired to get even more
involved in the local economy.”

Grocers face aging equipment that may no longer reflect the
volume of produce their customers purchase (Photo Credit: Karen Lanthier)

Extension’s Programmatic Response
To gain a better understanding of struggles facing rural
grocers, RSDP conducted a 60-question mail survey of 254
stores in Minnesota towns with populations of < 2500
residents that garnered a 69% response rate. In-person
interviews with rural grocers in Milan and Clinton, MN were
also conducted. Questions topics included business
characteristics, energy needs, infrastructure needs, and
produce handling. Based on the survey results, the team:

1. Convened advisory committee to guide
toolkit creation and design of in-store
demonstrations.
2. Conducted 5 in-store demonstrations
across Greater MN
3. Connected with +35 rural grocers, small
farmers, and other stakeholders at
demonstrations.
4. Created (and currently finalizing) toolkit
of research-based resources on
storage/handling/display of fresh produce.

“Making sure everyone knows
the proper storage temps and are
able to inspect for fresher
produce and quality.”
“We have already started to
implement some of the
merchandising techniques. We
are hoping to be in contact with
more of the local farmers and
bring more produce in.”

Why Extension?

Broader Impacts

Extension has staff and resources throughout all of Greater
Minnesota and the concerns of rural grocers intertwine with
Extension focus areas (agriculture, community vitality, food
access, health, etc.). For this project, the grocer audience
exhibited trust in Extension as evidence by their agreement
to host produce handling demonstrations and answer the
statewide grocer survey. Stores that agreed to host the instore demonstrations were in a position of vulnerability in
that their produce handling practices were on display for
guest grocers and farmers to reflect and comment on
during the in-store portion of the demonstration. Their
willingness to work with Extension even given this
illustrates the trust between grocers and the project team.

The project will be completed December 2016, but positive
outcomes due to this project are already emerging:
• At least one rural grocer and farmer meeting at a store
demonstration led to a purchasing agreement.
• A group of grocers arranged to share purchasing and
product transportation costs between their stores.
• Publicity around one demonstration resulted in increased
sales at the host demonstration store.
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